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In this, the seventh edition of Mess, we present
you with a platter of the lost and found.
Why do bees have an extra stomach (p8–9)? Which
root is partly responsible for the unique flavour of
Dr Pepper (p4–5)? And what is it that differentiates
mezcal from tequila (p12–13)?

if somewhere
along the way
we lost your
appetite—we
apologise

Doodles: Geo Law

Questions will become clear within.

This journal has been lovingly curated
for your enjoyment by a team of writers,
researchers, artists and creatives.
Sheffield centric, Mess #07 welcomes
and shares content from both national
and international contributors.

Exploring these pages you will find stories that emulate
the season of abundance — ingredients foraged from
the resting place of liquorice confectioner George
Bassett (p6–7) to the edible plants thriving in an
infamously abandoned ski village (p4–5). We speak
to the people who are using supermarket surplus food
as a way in which to nurture communities and reduce
social isolation (p22–23) and invite you to marvel at
allotments brimming with both magic and monstrous
discoveries (p14–15).
As we look to the future; a virtual reality exhibition
which enables participants to view life and art through
the lens of an artist living with vascular dementia
(p26–27) we also take note of the past; a revelation
made in 1872 claiming that the story of Noah’s Ark
was perhaps composed over 400 years earlier than
was originally thought (p16–17) — this edition shares
stories of discovery, of acceptance and of journeys
undertaken.
Three restaurants, three artists and a collective of
creatives join together to supply you, our cherished
readers, with knowledge lost and facts found. Enjoy.

PLEASE 			
KEEP
LOOKING
if we found
it—then
welcome

@dustcollective | http://du.st
studio@du.st
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dust — is Alex, Alex, Alun, Andrew, Ash,
Georgina, James, Jamie, Laura, Laure,
Mick, Pam, Patrick & Steph — all part of a
multi-disciplinary design collective working
for, and in support of, art and culture.

@asapprint | asap-digital.com
print@asap-digital.com
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To contribute to
future issues contact
mess@du.st
PERSONAL, TACTILE,
ENGAGING MEMORABLE
Innovative print — sociable media.
At the heart of ASAP’s ethos is excellence
in print. We pride ourselves on innovation,
trying new techniques, papers and finishes
that add a genuine creative edge and
value to our clients’ projects.

Read other issues at
howfineamess.com
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Interview

JÖRO

cultivation of different
plants. Whether they
were edible or not: I
always had an interest in it, even if I
hadn’t have wanted to do something
related to nature, it was there in my
face anyway, I couldn’t escape it —
plants everywhere, books everywhere.
Luckily I did take an interest in the
outdoors and became a chef with a
focus on wild food.

Can you give me a bit
about your background,
before you moved to
Sheffield? Before moving
to Sheffield I worked in the
South, mainly in Cambridge.
I worked for a few famous
chefs and did a lot of travelling around
South East Asia and India — picked up
a lot of cultural cooking and different
ingredients and techniques. Through
travelling and eating I became inspired
to produce what we have now. Our
approach to everything is to keep things
in their purest form — natural, simple
but elegant and acceptable. We like to
challenge people as well: challenge the
pallet, challenge ourselves. I’m getting

married in September to my partner,
Stacey. Jöro is our joint business. We
worked together previously for a local
restaurant, Stacey still works with
them actually and it was the owners of
The Milestone that initially funded us,
enabling us to set up our restaurant.
What led to your strong focus
on inclusion of nature and local
ingredients? Growing up we lived out
in the countryside. We had a very big
garden, lots of woodland and access to
forests, fields and rivers. I was always
out and about as a young lad, getting
involved amongst the plants. My mum
was a huge gardener, still is, and so
I learnt a lot about horticulture and

What is the landscape for urban
foraging? We’ve had a beautiful
summer, so it’s really good for urban
foraging. Everything is just exploding at
the moment. You do have to be careful
though: there’s a lot of pollution in
the city. I don’t even know how many
thousand of cars we have driving past
the restaurant. In Kelham Island, on
the actual island where the river splits
and it goes back around — out behind
Kelham Island Museum, there’s wild
garlic, St George’s mushrooms and
elderflower everywhere. You’ve got the
old ski village up Rutland Road: that’s
an absolute Mecca — blackcurrant,
redcurrant, whitecurrant, elderflower,
elderberries. There are nettles, garlic
and all sorts of edible trees, nuts
and horseradish. There are around
40-50 different edible and tasty wild
ingredients that grow less than a ten
minute walk from the restaurant’s
door step.

THE OLD SKI
VILLAGE UP
RUTLAND ROAD:
THAT’S AN
ABSOLUTE
MECCA.

Photos: Laure Carnet

Patrick Walker, director of design
studio dust, interviews Luke
French, chef and co-owner of
Jöro — an urban restaurant
in Sheffield which creates a
modern dining experience
through use of hyper
seasonal produce.

An urban restaurant
influenced by nature,
Jöro holds a Michelin
Bib Gourmand, 3 AA
Rosettes and a score of 4 in
The Good Food Guide for its
forward-thinking small plates
and tasting menus.

How often do you get to forage
for the food yourself? I’ve worked
as a chef for almost 17 years and most
of that time I’ve been stuck indoors.
Doing the foraging is important: being
outdoors, surrounded by green. It’s an
opportunity to be free and wild while
being productive for the restaurant.
When we’re not able to go out ourselves,
we get our foraged supplies from Alysia
Vasey from Yorkshire Foragers, based
in Doncaster. She forages all across
Yorkshire taking produce to restaurants.
Alysia might bring us some very unique
things that are native to the UK that
we’ve never heard of. The whole process
has been an educative cycle for us
as chefs. Although not all items can
be made palatable to eat, some may be
used in other ways and turned
into cocktails.
Could you talk through the process
of using foraged produce? Success
and failure. We get a product, we’ll
assess it visually, sensually, we’ll taste
it raw, we’ll cook it in many different
ways or we’ll try to preserve it in
many different ways; be it pickling,
fermentation, drying, turning it into an
oil or vinegar. We’ll try as many different
preparations with an ingredient as
possible. In addition to the chefs, we
include the front of house, we draw
as much as we can out of everybody.
When we do find something that tastes
good, we think about what we can
apply it to, from curing a piece of fish
to adding a spike to a cocktail. Every
day is a blank canvas. It’s about finding
that balance between being creative but
also consistent with what we do as well.

How do your influences affect how
you treat wild ingredients? We do
a hell of a lot of research. Recently,
Alysia brought us some tangerine
root, which it turns out was one of the
fundamental ingredients in Dr Pepper.
Alysia educates us a lot which leads
onto historical explorations. Many of
the plants that we forage are ancient,
medicinal things, so researching via
the internet isn’t always that helpful.
Online search results can be minimal,
yet actually the plants are edible
and delicious.
Are there constraints related to
using locally sourced seasonal
produce? People have different
opinions about what local is. For me,
local is food from the British Isles. We
get really great products from Sheffield
and Yorkshire whenever possible, but
if I can get a product that’s better from
somewhere else, say Lancashire, then
I’ll go with that. What’s key is that
the produce we serve needs to be
sustainable, it needs to have had the
right lifecycle. I want to know where it’s
from and what it’s life has been like.
I want to know what it has been fed on
and what the people are like who have
produced it. We like to get to know
everyone and personality ticks a lot of
boxes. Therefore, as we class local as
being anything and everything from our
tiny British Isles, using local produce
really doesn’t limit us too much.
How do you choose what to serve?
We serve a tasting menu blind, so
we can serve people all the things
we think are delicious, exciting and fun,
to provide a good experience. At home,

Stacey and I don’t cook big meals —
we graze. We look to get all the different
tastes and textures and temperatures.
We think about what it does in our
mouth. We eat to have fun.
How would you describe being part
of the Jöro team? There’s a hell of
a lot of training and, just like the chefs,
the front of house members are involved
from start to finish. We are all in this
together: as a team we’re either all
here or none of us are here. Everyone
knows what’s going on. Everyone will
have tasted each individual element and
they will have learnt how to pair that
with a drink. Every aspect is a creative,
learning process.
It’s a serious world out there,
what role does fun play in your
business? Day to day, the actual
experience we deliver to people is only
possible because we’re having fun. The
atmosphere of the open kitchen leaks
into the restaurant, from the kitchen staff
to the front of house staff to the guests.
This is our life. The enjoyment we have
for it naturally leaks out of us. What the
fuck is the point in doing anything if it’s
not fun?
jororestaurant.co.uk
Open for lunch Thursday — Saturday
and dinner Wednesday — Saturday.
0.2 — 0.5 Krynkl
294 Shalesmoor
Sheffield S3 8US

Sandwiched between the river
Porter and the aptly named Cemetery
Road lies a Victorian park designed to
house the dead and delight the living.
Built into a disused quarry in 1836,
Sheffield General Cemetery was a
direct reaction to the overcrowding
of bodies in Sheffield’s churchyards.
The churchyards were said to have
‘Foul liquid from the rotting bodies
(that) leaked out through
the thin soil – and it was not
unknown to see bits of corpses sticking
out from the overfilled graves.’ This
overcrowding was due to the unsanitary
living conditions at the time and the
burgeoning population which led to
a cholera epidemic in 1832, four years
prior to the opening of the General
Cemetery. Around this time, the
average life expectancy was just 27.
Designed by Samuel Worth and
Robert Marnock, the grade II listed park,
followed a growing trend of ‘garden
cemeteries’ in the 19th century. ‘The
cemetery directors aimed to create
a cultured resort for promenade
and contemplation’, a stark
contrast to the grisly, over populated
churchyards prior to this. The cemetery
was subject to body snatching in its
early days* and has seen the Sheffield
flood, the first and second world wars,
including the Sheffield blitz. Over
this time the cemetery was filling up
(one grave home to 96 bodies), with
little space left to bury the dead. The
cemetery struggled to make money
and in 1978, with 78,000 burials,
it closed as a burial ground.
Sophie and I both live within a mile of
the cemetery and over recent months
have been inspired by its history and
beauty. Both working within the creative
arts, we discovered a shared interest in
the culture of food, preparation and the
act of eating. The combination of our
practice and interests has led to a food
based project within the cemetery.
What we have found so fascinating

about this site is that within this
somewhat hidden urban space there
are so many possible narratives to
explore and rediscover: firstly the
stories of those buried in the cemetery,
including – and most excitingly for
us – the confectioner George Bassett
– Bertie! Then there is the historic
development of the cemetery from 1836
to present day. The cemetery is also
host to a diverse and intriguing range
of Victorian and Egyptian symbols*
which tell us a story of the dark beauty
and culture of death in the 19th and
20th century. Finally there are the
grounds themselves, which are home
to a multitude of forgotten edible and
medicinal plants – most of which
you’d never notice unless looking.
The project knits together these
elements of history, iconography and
nature: sitting somewhere between
meal, exhibition and performance, it
explores and translates themes of life
and death and the curious history of the
general cemetery. For two nights myself
and Sophie will stage an event, which
celebrates and showcases Sheffield’s
treasured General Cemetery and the
social narratives which encompass it.
The event will consist of a seven
course vegan tasting menu, of which
each course will have at least one
ingredient which can be foraged*
from the cemetery. Having found over
25 possible ingredients, we have an
interesting selection of materials to
work with and have been pickling,
brewing, baking, drying and infusing.
Currently we are experimenting with salt
and pepper hawthorn crisps, ribwort
plantain broth, lime (linden) tree tea,
pickled elderflowers, raspberry lollies
and we are eagerly awaiting a number
of plants to mature and ripen, such as
blackberries, cobnuts and damsons.
As well as the actual meal, we have
been collecting a selection of archive
materials, photography and artefacts
which will be curated and displayed

Photos: Haarkon

as part of the meal, helping the story to
unfold as you eat. The event will attempt
to tantalise your taste buds and delight
your imagination.
There was a rumour that there was a tunnel to the
surgeon’s house at the top of the hill to make body
snatching easier.
Iconography was commonly used in cemeteries
from the middle ages but has fallen out of fashion
in recent years. The general cemetery is brimming
with striking examples of 19th century symbols
on gravestones, monuments and buildings. The
ouroboros — the snake eating itself — is cast into
the gates on cemetery road, ominously
welcoming you in. This ancient Egyptian
symbol represents ‘infinite cycle of nature’s endless
creation and destruction, life and death.' This
symbol of alchemy chimes with the transient states
involved within the cooking process and in taking
something foraged from the ground — a ‘weed’ —
and transforming it into a meal. The cycle of life,
growth, death and decay will be a central theme
for our project; the parallels of that and foraging,
cooking and eating will become evident throughout
the event.
Using foraged plants from the cemetery creates
a beautiful juxtaposition between life and death
and is reminiscent of the ouroboros, life feeding
on itself, the cyclical nature of the universe.
Growing abundantly out of the graves is a huge
range of edible and medicinal flora including lemon
balm, garlic mustard — more favourably known
as ‘Jack by the hedge’, wild garlic, burdock, thistles,
hogweed, hawthorn, wild rose, lime trees — which
have lettuce like flavoured leaves and seem
to be everywhere I go — as well as wild cherry,
raspberries, damsons, gooseberries and plums.
There is also a multitude of forgotten medicinal
plants: the befittingly named, Soldier herb (Yarrow),
which was used on the battlefield to dress gaping
wounds, ribwort (which tastes not unlike a nutty
mushroom), the leaves of which can be made into
a tea which works as an effective cough medicine.
Elderflower/berries have been suggested as
a natural treatment for bronchitis, a common
cause of death in the 19th century. It’s interesting
that some of medicinal uses of the plants were
probably used as an attempt to treat the ailments
people died of at the time in which the cemetery
was open. The art of plant identification has, for
most of us, been long forgotten. The traditions of
foraging for food, knowing the medicinal uses and
folklore of plants is being lost. We live in a world of
convenience food and are becoming less and less
connected to our food origins, sadly losing a vast
amount of useful and interesting plant knowledge.

To find out more about the project
and to book tickets please go to:
cemeterydigest.com

JENNI WHITEHEAD

Jenni is a designer and lecturer in visual communication
at Sheffield Institute of Arts, her creative work explores
the intersection of design, food and communication.
She is a keen gardener and lover of all things food.

THE CONFECTIONER
GEORGE BASSETT
— BERTIE!

Cemetery Digest

gencem.org/timeline-2/
sheffieldcathedral.org/cathedral-timeline/
Sheffield Archives: 106/B1/1-2,
Minutes of the General Cemetery
Company, 23 Aug 1837.
Hodapp,C. Deciphering the lost
symbols. Ulysses Press. Canada 2010

THERE ARE
BASICALLY NO
COLONIES OF
HONEY BEE
REMAINING
IN THE WILD.
For around a decade now we have
heard doomsday forecasts about the
future of the bee. The collapse of the
population was at first a mystery but
explanations now include the sinister
sounding Varroa Destructor mite, over
use of insecticides and the impact of
climate change on ecosystems. Bees
are the heroic pollinators for nearly
one-third of the plants we eat and,
without pollination, our agricultural and
environmental systems would collapse.
It’s a delicate, interconnected mess
of variables and perhaps more fragile
than we think. Einstein’s prediction that
humans would only survive four years on
Earth after bees die may be apocryphal,
but that doesn’t make it entirely untrue.
Perhaps this air of tragedy — the tale
of the death of the honey bee — has
prompted the pre-apocalyptic surge
of interest in beekeeping. When the
zombies come, at least you’ll have
honey. Honey is basically a bee’s
way of storing energy in fructose and
glucose form, collected from the nectar
of flowers in the spring and summer
for the scarce winter months. Humans
have exploited the industrious bee
and pilfered their thick, sticky, sweet
golden liquid for tens of thousands of
years — in the wild initially, but there
are archaeological indicators of bee-

domestication (the use of man-made
hives or human intervention) up to
9,000 years ago.
Honey bees are the ultimate hipsters.
They’ve been foraging for wild floral
nectar when we were all just twinkles
in our samphire-scouting father’s
eye. They’re highly attuned to current
food trends towards seasonality and
hyper-locality; foraging generally in a
4km range of their hive when flowers
are in bloom. How bees make honey
is pretty magical. They have an extra
stomach (sometimes I think I have one
of those too), where the nectar mixes
with enzymes to produce a substance
that lasts for a long time. It’s a huge
operation, a real team effort: a onepound jar represents the nectar from
two million flowers.
Honey absorbs the unique assemblage
of the nectar in each particular microecosystem where the bees roam. Each
blossom brings with it different flavours,
aromas, consistency. Habitats differ in
their vegetative make up: traditionally
the natural honey in the British Isles
is polyflower — coming from a mix of
plants. Clover, heather, blackberry,
hawthorn — all of these common
flowers offer distinctive tastes in honey.
However, the increasing intensification
of agricultural practices — the cultivation

of vast fields of monocrops in particular,
like rapeseed — has had detrimental
effects on the diversity of nectar on offer
to bees. Brian O’Toole of Leinster Honey
in Dublin says “it’s more prevalent in
the UK, but it happens in Ireland too.
Hedgerows are ripped out, the same
crop is sown across a large area. It’s
all about the bottom dollar. These are
often desert areas for bees”.
This transformation of the natural
environment means that the optimum
location for honey production is
changing. When you think of bees,
you think of bucolic green fields and
hedgerows. But the beescape is
changing. The urban beekeeper is
on the rise: backyard and rooftop
beekeeping is becoming a very
current hobby among culturally and
environmentally attuned urban-dwellers.
It has also moved beyond a purely
individual pursuit — public institutions
and corporate businesses are at it as
well. I spoke to John Mouncey, who
keeps bees on the roof of the City Art
Gallery in Manchester, about the quality
of urban honey. He said, “bees thrive
in urban environments because of the
different types of forage available and
bees will travel up to 4 miles to collect
nectar. This means the honey is often
more complex in taste than countryside

areas where the bees may only have
one type of crop to forage”.
There’s a strong DIY and community
ethic to beekeeping. It’s a craft that
brings the risk of stings and requires
attention to beekeeping techniques.
It’s a hobby that invokes passion
and dedication and there are many
amateur beekeeper associations,
clubs, classes, workshops and
groups where bee-lovers share their
knowledge. The UK and Ireland share
many beekeeping practices, types of
hives, and varieties of blossom honey.
Brian Tobin, a beekeeper and scientist
at University College Dublin tells me
“most people keep a minimum of 2-3
hives to mitigate against potential
colony losses”. Much of it has been
passed down through generations with
occasional innovations. The types of
hive haven’t changed too much over the
the
years,
years,
though
though
he says
he says
“polystyrene
“polystyrene
is
is
thethe
latest
latest
in in
bee-housing
bee-housing
materials,
materials,
as
as
it isitlight
is light
andand
good
good
with
with
temperature
temperature
regulation”. regulation”.
If you’re an aspiring apiculturist, Brian
O’Toole says good support is key,
learning from experienced beekeepers
and knowing what you’re getting
yourself in for. He says, “there’s a huge
attrition rate though, beekeeping can be
daunting and intense, a lot to learn in a
short time”. But he’s positive about the

community and the supports that exist
for wannabe(e) beekeepers, especially
online. He reckons all kinds of people
get into it, from people like himself who
are just drawn to the wild, “I’m forever
rooting through bushes and falling into
streams”, to people who love the idea
of having their own honey supply. His
favourite honey is heather, which he
says was researched in Scotland and
proven to be as potent as the healthbenefit-touted
as the health-benefit-touted
Manuka.
Manuka.
Raw honey is the real deal and what
you should be looking for if you’re
serious about your sweeteners. It’s
honey that hasn’t been heat-treated and
is the most natural form of honey you
can buy. A lot of commercial honey is
essentially pasteurised which kills some
of its beneficial bacteria and enzymes
but makes it clearer and less likely to
crystallise. A lot of the honey in UK and
Ireland is treated and imported (from
China, South America), and labelled
‘a blend of
of EU
EU and
and non-EU
non-EU honeys’.
Brian O’Toole believes that supermarket
honey is often essentially no better than
“refined sugar syrup. It’s lost its antibacterial properties”. He hypothesises
that perhaps it’s the allure of the pure
product, alongside concerns about
environmental sustainability, that
has prompted the rising interest
in beekeeping.
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CAITRIONA DEVERY

Caitriona is based in Dublin but originally from the Midlands.
She currently works at University College Dublin. Caitriona writes
mainly about food and the arts, and has written for a number of
publications including District, Corridor8 and Rabble. She also
contributes to and is associate editor for Feast Journal.
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Hip to the Honey Bee

It’s clear that anyone who wants to
take up beekeeping needs a committed
personality to make it through the
early-learning stages. And while honey
sweetens the deal, many people are
drawn to it because of the idea of
environmental stewardship; helping
the natural world withstand the
many challenges to its survival. Bees
need all the help they can get. Brian
O’Toole says that there are basically
no colonies of honey bee remaining in
the wild. Beekeepers keep this species
alive through domestication. Many
governments have set up environmental
initiatives to encourage restoration
of pollinator environments. Tentatively,
there are positive signs that bee
numbers are increasing and pollinators
are being preserved. As pressure to
intensify agricultural practices increases,
beekeeping has a crucial role to play
in this important environmental battle.
Urban beekeeping is a big part of this.
If you’re keen, buzz along to your local
beekeeping club and find out more.
Visit the British Beekeepers
Association to find a club near you:
bbka.org.uk

This magazine’s about food int it?

RICHARD HAWLEY

Photo: Chris Saunders
Teddy Whippet

Mick Marston, an illustrator at design studio dust
and lecturer at Leeds Beckett University, has a natter
with long time friend Richard Hawley, Sheffield born
musician and songwriter.

“I had a croissant for breakfast and
a burrito for dinner” when asked what
he had for his tea — Richard nods at
his second pint of Guinness.
I’d assumed that his meal choices were
somehow World Cup related but the
Guinness rules that out — although
Richard then points out that the country
which consumes the most Guinness
is actually Nigeria — World Cup theme
back on then.
I’ve known Richard Hawley for 34 years
— people who know him purely through
his songs and guitar prowess are
sometimes impressed that I get regular
phone calls from him and we meet for
the odd pint every now and then. It’s
something that I’ve never dined out on
I tell him — “dining out on knowing me
would probably get you half a happy
meal — or in your case half an
unhappy meal”.
It’s my round, The Rising Sun in
Fulwood is busy, it’s hot and there’s
a queue at the bar. The man at the
front is insisting on sampling each beer
before making a decision — there are
some irritated faces behind (mainly
mine). He then asks for a different
shaped glass for his companion’s
gin and tonic…“Can I try a thimble
full of Old Scrotum please bartender.
You can taste a hint of the farmers
undercrackers in this one” says Rich
after I’ve finished venting. “That kind
of lack of awareness does my head
in; people have too much choice these
days — three bags o’ lager and a pint
of crisps please, next!”.

Alf Springer

RICH REGALES
US WITH TALES
OF BROKEN
BISCUITS
				
AT CASTLE
			
MARKET(BOURBON

We talk about lots of things — hair styles
(his), hair loss (mine) — he once got into
a spot of bother for dancing to Green
Onions by Booker T & The MGs whilst
sporting his trademark quiff — there’s
another food reference. “Green Onions
has a picture of some onions on the
cover too, this magazines about food
in’t it?” We navigate our way through
our lost youth, tribalism, creativity, how
being ‘allowed’ to be unemployed was
a vital part of the subsequent success
of many famous contemporary musicians,
our dogs and how they have changed
our lives.
And, as “this magazines about food in’t
it”, Rich regales us with tales of broken
biscuits at Castle Market (Bourbon
Creams to be exact) and his thoughts
on why the market declined: “carrying
home eight carrier bags of shopping on
the bus, the weight of which gradually
sending your fingers white with two
screaming kids in tow wanting stuff
isn’t easy. Compare the ease of driving
to a supermarket where everything is
in one place in comparison — you can
even lock the kids in the car." We move
on to Cylon Raider (from Battlestar
Galactica) shaped croissants dipped
into coffee at French truck stops (and
sometimes more impressively at seven
in the morning — wine), mayonnaise
on chips in Holland, a rediscovery
of cheese and onion flavour Ringos
— not salt and vinegar; feeling emotional
about pie and Hendo’s after a particularly
gruelling world tour and “the best
thing in’t world — pork pie wi’ egg
in’t middle”.

CREAMS TO BE
EXACT).

Castle Market photos by Owen Richards

The smoky smooth taste of
Mexico is now being served
in Piña, Sheffield’s first
mezcaleria. Based in Kelham
Island, the fresh food menu
offers a tasty selection of
both meat and vegan-friendly
cheap eats, while the drinks
options cater for multiple
palates, from Argentinian
rosé to frozen slushpuppy style
margaritas.

Photo: James O’Hara

PIÑA

Photo: James O’Hara

Interview

Three slices of orange sprinkled with
a smoky salt seasoning and served
on a smooth wooden platter beside a
hollowed-out fruit seed; a chalice half
filled with mezcal. ‘It’s a challenging
spirit served with an element of theatre’
explains Joe Cribley, founder of Piña —
Sheffield’s first mezcaleria.
The bar, which opened in spring 2018,
is housed within a bright vaulted space
in Kelham Island. Once a car fabrication
warehouse, the industrial building has
been transformed with the help of
a Mexican colour scheme, artwork
from Kid Acne — among others — and
pineapple toilet brush holders. ‘I wanted
somewhere where I could eat tacos,
drink mezcal and watch sport’ explains
Joe, pointing over to the mezzanine floor
‘the sport is part of the concept, but it
doesn’t interfere with anything else.
It’s up and out of the way.’
Produced in villages surrounding
Oaxaca in Mexico, Joe explains that
mezcal is considered to be one of the
most complex spirits in existence due
to a combination of its biochemistry
and its historical context. ‘Centuries
of cross-channel influence, a result of
colonisation, has led to an evolutionary
refinement of both the production
and taste of the spirit. More recently,
improvements in distilling technology
have allowed for pulque [a low %
natural ferment from the agave plant]

to be brought to higher ABV
[overall volume of pure alcohol].’
Formed from the heart of over 200
different agave plant species, the
variance in mezcal flavour runs deep —
shaped by the geography, the soil type
and the altitude of where the plant was
grown. Although tequila is one form
of the spirit, the smoky smooth taste
of artisan mezcal is not comparable to
the wince-inducing shots slammed at
student parties. Where tequila has what
Joe refers to as a ‘relatively narrow
flavour profile’, mezcal is certainly
the opposite. The choice in flavour
is expansive: it’s delicious.
The process of producing the agave
spirit is slow and romantic, using
horses and age old traditions to create
every batch. It’s no surprise then that,
after experiencing this process first
hand on a research trip with James
O’Hara — co-owner of Sheffield bars,
Public and Picture House — Joe fell in
love with the concept and set out on
a mission to bring authentic Mexican
produce to the people of Sheffield.
‘For me it was about creating a tasty
and easily accessible menu for people,
whilst at the same time being authentic
and approachable’ he explains. Both
the food and the drinks menus have
been carefully crafted to be simple
and lacking in pretence. A selection
of tacos, with as many vegan and

vegetarian options as there are meat,
Piña serves authentic hand-held
Mexican food alongside a cocktail menu
that is focussed on mezcal but offers
a selection of fresh alternatives.
Piña is one of a growing number of
spaces in Sheffield to be embracing
a diverse vegan offering, with Make No
Bones imminently moving to Kelham
Island and talk of a shipping container
housing a vegan hair salon, the former
industrial district could become
somewhat of a vegan hub. Joe cites
close friends Ian Theasby and Henry
Firth, the duo behind vegan cookbook
BOSH!, as being key influences and
explains that creating a strong vegan
offering was a key requirement from
the off.
Asked about opening a bar in Kelham
Island, Joe is straight to the point ‘It’s
a pleasure to work here. Although
there’s a battle in bringing people
round to something new, I know that
mezcal can be quite a challenging spirit
for people — but we’ve got sixty year
old women ordering Mezcal cocktails,
and for me, that’s fucking great.’
barpina.co.uk
Open Wednesday — Sunday,
times variable.
3 Harvest Lane,
Sheffield S3 8EF

•
Joanne Lee is a Sheffield artist, writer and
publisher with a keen interest in urban growing.
She lectures in Visual Communication at
Sheffield Institute of Arts.

A decade later, having reclaimed,
repaired, dug, cultivated and mulched,
life changed again and I found myself
on the move to the south coast. Giving
up these two much loved plots to other
gardeners was a wrench. For a time,

•
My current partner and I set to work
cutting things back, pulling aside
the carpet that had been intended to
suppress weeds but which was now
all grown through and piling up the
rusty metal and shattered plastic sheets
that accompany almost every allotment
reclamation. We found a moulded
pond liner, which had split so that it
no longer held water but merely

retained a boulder and a boggy sump.
More usefully, there was the concrete
base of a shed upon which we will place
the second-hand greenhouse we have
acquired. I lost count of the number
of plastic labels that had accompanied
vegetable plants bought from DIY
superstores and the bottles of slug
pellets, whose graphics had faded to
a sickly blue… Happier finds included
a patch of wild garlic and a floriferous
clump of magenta cranesbills.

We came across golden raspberries,
which fruited consistently from later
summer to autumn and kindly allotment
neighbours found spare scarlet varieties
to gift us, as well as redcurrants and
rhubarb, to which have been added
the gooseberries, blackcurrants, plums
and cherries we’ve purchased. Gradually,
incrementally, the site has been cleared
and the raised beds now nurture
garlic, leeks and onions, potatoes and
pumpkins, cucumbers, courgettes and
gherkins, carrots, celeriac, chard and
beetroot. Jerusalem artichokes tower at

•

Allotment holders are known for their
thrifty re-use of old materials — they
were recycling and repurposing stuff
long before this was ever fashionable
— but as I think about the sites I’ve
known I can’t help but be struck by the
sheer volume of plastic that lingers.
Gardening was no different to other
aspects of twentieth-century life in its
eager uptake of this wonder material: it
was light, cheap and readily at hand. To

cherries, strawberries, blackcurrants
and gooseberries we planted soon found
it out. At the bottom of the site, where the
clay was thicker, we made a pond, and
a host of creatures discovered it: frogs
of course, and iridescent dragonflies,
pond skaters, whorled water snails
and small, amorphous, shapeshifting
leeches which would find my feet when
I stuck them in the water to cool off in
summer heat.
A huge space: it had a collapsing fence,
a waving sea of tall couch grass and
the by-now familiar tangle of brambles.
It was also in a wonderful position on
a south facing slope, sheltered from
the prevailing westerlies, with what
seemed deep and fertile soil. From
a conversation with the site rep, this
was the last full size plot likely to be
available for a considerable time. So
of course I said yes and completed
the tenancy forms.

be honest, I still use — and re-use — a lot
of it in my growing. I have a shed full
of pots, trays and modules that are put
to work every year, my seed compost
sacks refilled with the horse manure we
regularly go to collect, and plastic bags
of various sorts are rinsed and used
repeatedly to bring home the allotment
produce we pick. As growers, we have
a long way to go in curbing our plastic
addiction, though the Horticultural
Trade Association, an industry body,
has finally recognised the problem,
announcing the launch of a national
plant pot recycling scheme. It is easy to
demonise plastic — we’ve all seen the
horrific Blue Planet II footage and know
its effects on marine life — but whilst
we work out alternatives for its current
applications, surely we can address the
single use disposability of the stuff: it
can be a hugely useful resource, and we
should treat it with more care.

or horrified when within six months
I’d received a letter inviting me to view
plot 52.

neighbouring tenants, and their unusual
varieties and new ways of cultivating.
I’ve learnt patience and persistence
and gained the useful perspective that
not everything will work out at all as I
intend. Less happily, there has been the
discovery of such a lot of rubbish: so
much rusty metal, tangled fruit netting,
lurking sheets of corrugated asbestos,
nylon carpets whose tufts linger in
the soil, shards of glass, broken tools,
shattered plant pots and seed trays…

Having got that first plot into shape,
with vegetables at its centre, and
herbs and flowers following the
paths, I looked across the hedge at
the neighbouring wilderness and
hatched plans for its reclamation
too. The brambles were above my head,
nettles stood in thick clumps and a
host of small saplings had taken hold,
but I knew there was decent soil to be
found beneath. The plums, apples and

PLOT 52

a heap kept separate from the compost
proper, covered the lot with carpet for
a year, and then added back the nutrients
and fibre of this rotted material to
nourish the raised beds we had begun
to cultivate.

I found very different soil here: instead
of the heavy clay to which I’d become
familiar, I had thin, chalky stuff that was
always hungry and through which rose
up a seemingly constant production of
angular flints. My knees were bruised
by them as I knelt to weed and plant,
and the dry soil harboured colonies of
red ants which, once disturbed, would
crawl up to find my flesh and then

Some eight years later and I was on
the look-out for new tenants to take
over the plot and continue nurturing its
soil. I was heading north to Sheffield
again. With a new job and a substantial
home renovation project to tackle, I
wasn’t really ready for the challenges of
another overgrown plot. Still, I put my
name down for a site nearby, reckoning
that the waiting list meant that there’d
be plenty of time before my name
reached the top, by which point I’d be
able to attend to the necessary work.
I wasn’t sure whether to be pleased

Animal life wasn’t hard to find. I met with
slow worms and tiny lizards, little voles
and stalking cats, foxes prowling the site
paths. There was a multitude of slugs
and snails, whose diversity of form and
colour never failed to surprise. I picked
off scarlet beetles from the asparagus
and discarded those berries in which I
spotted the wriggle of raspberry beetle
grubs. Listening to the constant whirr
of crickets, I’d sit quietly and seek them
out amidst the dry grasses; hearing the
liquid song of skylarks, I tried to get my
eye in for the source, pinpointing the
small dots that I knew to be hovering
high above the Downs. Sometimes it
seemed creatures were out to find me: a
rat sought out my packed lunch, running
off with a buttered hot cross bun in its
mouth and birds followed my weeding,
hoping I would uncover a few worms.

sting repeatedly. Seeking out suppliers
of manure became a mission, as did
mulching the soil with whatever I could
find to prevent it from drying out with
the sun and wind.
I seem to have made something of a
habit of reclaiming old allotments: I’m
now on my fourth. It all began around
twenty years ago when I first took on
a plot with my then partner. Underneath
the higgledy — piggledy, overgrown
topography there turned out to be
a flourishing purple sage and a lost
architecture of beautifully laid brick
paths, along with a cold frame and
collapsed shed. We also found a thick
tangle of white bindweed roots, gnarly
brambles and the complex rhizomes
of couch grass throughout the heavy
clay soil. Carefully clearing an area at
a time and removing each piece so it
wouldn’t re-sprout, we stacked it all in

The shed had a ramshackle glass leanto, good enough to nurture tomatoes,
and an old white bath into which I
sieved soil so that the carrots would
grow straight. Another tough sage
lingered, as did some rosemary and a
few gooseberry bushes overcome with
grass: I cleared and relocated these and
they sprouted afresh; the small plum
tree only needed weeding and feeding
for it to flourish again. A marvellous
purple-black hollyhock provided a
dramatic and improbable exclamation
point and the proliferation of salsify’s
gauzy seed heads created a further
generation of seedlings.

I had only a balcony and my fingers
itched for the soil. A series of fortuitous
meetings led to the offer of an allotment
high on the edge of the South Downs,
and I spent a summer getting scorched
by sun and wind as I started over once
again. This time, I found a shed made of
wardrobe doors, wrapped in roofing felt
and topped by corrugated iron. Inside
was an agglomeration of plant pots, for
which I found plenty of use, as well as a
man’s racing bike and an ancient, rusty
rotavator, both of which I managed to
rehome via Freecycle.

JOANNE LEE

SOUTH DOWNS

Found

SHEFFIELD
one edge and climbing beans scramble
up tall poles.

The reclamation is not quite complete:
there’s a decent path to lay — perhaps
repurposing the paving slabs we’ve
found beneath various overgrown areas
— and there’s a mysterious heap in the
far corner to tackle, within which I’d
hope to find the remains of a compost
heap, though I fear it may just be
rotting pallets and discarded rubbish…
Taking on a derelict allotment is such
a process of discovery: you never quite
know what is to be found beneath the
familiar tangle of weeds and overgrown
hedging.

Reflecting on the process that I have
now repeated four times, I am struck
by the positive and negative things I’ve
found. There have been interesting and
productive plants, all sorts of insect and
animal critters, the sheer diversity of
soil types — even across a single plot.
There’s been new knowledge — and the
spare seeds and produce — thanks to

•

Lost in The Flood

MATT EDGAR

Matt Edgar is a writer, designer, educator,
documentary filmmaker and cook. He teaches
graphic design at Sheffield Institute of Arts.
He is interested in the obscure and would
one day like to live in obscurity.

Before the complexity, an
oversimplification. Designers and
architects are, by nature, almost
unremittingly utopian. The futures
they propose and visualise are clean,
shiny and intent on making this
world a better place. Writers and
filmmakers, conversely, often imagine
our futures in messy, bleak, dystopian
terms. Interviewing the cultural critic
Richard Hoggart in 1996 about his
book ‘The Way We Live Now’, he
proposed an idea for a book: ‘how do
interesting ideas come out in demotic
ways?’ It struck me that, crudely, the
designer/architect is generally focused
on the ‘interesting ideas’ while the
writer/filmmaker is drawn towards
articulating the ‘demotic ways’.

IN POSTMODERN
TIMES, WE
DON’T NEED A
VENGEFUL GOD
TO CLEANSE
OUR INIQUITY.
WE CAN DROWN
OURSELVES.

I’ve been looking for a natural
metaphor to explore these ideas in
terms of ‘Lost & Found’. Interesting
that it’s never ‘Found & Lost’. We
have to lose, or at least start to see
we are losing something, before we
find another way; Love, Memory,
Faith, Paradise (our blue planet?).
We are witnessing in our lifetime, in
real time, the loss of earth’s glaciers
and ice sheets. Research ecologist
Daniel Fagre from the U.S. Geological
Survey Global Change Research
Program observes that ‘things that
normally happen in geologic time are
happening during the span of a human
lifetime. It’s like watching the Statue of
Liberty melt.’ As earth’s ice melts, our
oceans warm and rise. According to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) sea levels have risen
between 10 to 20 centimetres in the
last 100 years, with some estimates
predicting the possibility of levels
rising 90 centimetres by the end of
the century. Here comes The Flood.
Flood myths and metaphors may
provide a way to think about notions
of losing and finding. Flood narratives
seem to sit somewhere in-between.
In the Hebrew story, the deity
Yahweh plays writer/filmmaker, with
Noah and his kin cast as designers/
architects. God as a vengeful Cecil
B DeMille, drowning his previous
creations (the extras) whilst treating
his small ensemble of actors with
disdain. A Hollywood disaster picture
on a — well — biblical scale. Noah

Visualising future coastlines

1866—1870 engraving by Gustave Doré (1832—1883),
entitled “Le Lâcher de la colombe” (“The dove sent forth
from the ark”). “Alors il lâcha d’auprès de lui la colombe
pour voir si les eaux avaient diminué à la surface du sol.”
(“Then he sent forth a dove from him, to see if the waters
had subsided from the face of the ground.”,) Genesis 8

Church tower at Ladybower reservoir

and his family have to find a way.
They have to plan, design and build
their way out of the mess. In his 1989
novel, ‘A History of the World in 10½
Chapters’, Julian Barnes reimagines
the flood story through the eyes of
an (uninvited) woodworm that stows
away with its colony onto Noah’s Ark.
In the woodworm, and through its
alternate narrative of the flood, we find
a beautiful and very funny aporia. As it
nibbles at the boat’s timbers, we learn
that maybe Noah isn’t quite the cultural
hero we have been led to believe. Did
he eat some of the animals? Was there
a fourth son, subsequently abandoned?
Decay and loss are also explored in
Barnes’ later memoir, ‘Nothing to be
Frightened of,’ in which he imagines
the loss of culture — art, literature,
knowledge. If every author eventually
becomes an un-read author, when will
this particular end come for him? He
imagines a future conversation with his
‘last reader’ and this being the moment
he becomes eternally ‘lost’.
And yet there is George Smith and his
ilk, and lost things being reclaimed.
The flood story as told in Genesis,
as George discovered, is much older
than Abraham. Smith, a banknote
engraver working in Victorian London
was a self-taught Assyriologist.
He would spend his lunch hours
visiting The British Museum to study
the ancient clay cuneiform tablets,
trying to decipher the seemingly
incomprehensible hieroglyphic
alphabet and the stories hidden
therein. In 1872 Smith uncovered an
extraordinary story that had been lost
for thousands of years. It was a piece
from the Epic of Gilgamesh and it
was a story about a flood. What shook
George Smith as he translated the reed
indentations in the clay was that he
already knew this story from Genesis.
It was remarkably similar, but here it
now was: written on a Mesopotamian
clay tablet, 400 years before the bible
narrative. It included instructions to
build a boat with particular dimensions,
to ‘take on board all living things’ seed,’
and also an account of a dove being
sent to scout for land. It was
a staggering discovery.
Smith took the tablet and began to read
over the lines which the conservator
who had cleaned the tablet had
brought to light and when he saw

that they contained the portion of the
legend he had hoped to find there he
said: ‘I am the first man to read that
after 2,000 years of oblivion’. Setting
the tablet on the table, he jumped
up and rushed about the room in a
great state of excitement and, to the
astonishment of those present, began
to undress himself!
Smith’s revelation shook the authority
of the bible and raised questions about
our history, geology and origin. This,
alongside Darwin’s theory of evolution,
revealed earth was clearly much older
than once understood. The story, now
known as the ‘Flood Tablet’, is the
11th part of a 12-part epic about the
adventures of the king of Uruk, some
4,000 years ago.
In post-modern times, we don’t
need a vengeful God to cleanse our
iniquity. We can drown ourselves.
We know it’s coming, and it won’t be
long. In 2017 a report by Dr. Tamsin
Edwards titled ‘Current and Future
Impacts of Sea Level Rise on the UK’
was commissioned as part of the UK
government’s ‘Foresight Future of the
Sea Project’ — gov.uk/government/
publications/future-of-the-sea-impactsof-sea-level-rise-on-the-uk
It is a sobering read. It measures the
impact of what will be lost in economic
terms: “Coastal flooding is one of the
top four priority risks for the UK
Government and estimated annual
damages are £540 million. Sea level
rise projections for the 21st century are
very uncertain, generally ranging from
around 25cm to 1m (depending on
greenhouse gas emissions and ranges
of modelling uncertainties), with a
few estimates consistent with 1.5—2.5
m.” What does that look like? Cli-Fi
novelists, Sci-Fi film directors and
speculative designers may well be our
harbingers and prophets. Hollywood
Sci-Fi has us leaving a dying earth
and looking elsewhere (Interstellar,
Avatar, Martian, Wall-E). In these
visions the spaceship becomes Ark/
dove, sent out to find any sign of life
and a possible future. In Wall-E, the
Ark is a spacecraft called the Axiom,
where obesity is rife and intelligence
is artificial. Here, a sleek white flying
robot called Eve is the dove. She does
discover organic life, but back here on
earth, in the form of a plant discovered

in the rubble of consumer rubbish
being collected by our hero Wall-E.
These fantasies though are improbable
diversions from future realities.
Better, if more problematic, to turn to
the poets and novelists. Here we find
possible, plausible and often probable
near futures, more closely aligned
to ‘Current and Future Impacts of
Sea Level Rise.’ Look to JG Ballard
(‘The Drowned World’, ‘The Burning
World’), or Margaret Atwood (‘Oryx
and Crake’, ‘The Year of the Flood’,
‘MaddAddam’) Here we can’t run away.
Here we have to learn to live with the
mess. It’s no surprise that speculative
designers Anthony Dunne and Fiona
Raby often cite Atwood’s writing in
their practice. In her 2009 novel ‘The
Year of the Flood’ Atwood tells the
story of a pacifist vegetarian cult called
the God’s Gardeners, survivors of a
biological catastrophe. They live in the
working class ‘pleeblands’, combining
biblical and scientific practices. They
predict a ‘waterless flood’ where human
life will be eradicated. This comes to
pass. ‘Adam One’ is the leader of the
sect, they sing hymns and have Feast
Days (Pollination Day, Festival of Arks,
Creation Day) and their own Saints
(St. Crick, St. Dian Fossey, St. James
Lovelock, St. Jacques Cousteau) they
preserve and honour all plant and
animal life. Atwood’s dystopic vision
sits somewhere between the possible
and the probable. In ‘The Year of the
Flood’ we find a lost world not so far
away. Maybe designers and architects
should be imagining future scenarios
and experiences in this setting? To live
and lose in The Flood. Maybe there is
something preferable to find there?

Further reading and resources:
The Way We Live Now, Richard Hoggart
A History of the World in 10½ Chapters,
Julian Barnes
Nothing to be Frightened of, Julian Barnes
Flood Tablet / History of the World in 100
Objects, Neil MacGregor
The Year of the Flood, Margaret Atwood
Speculative Everything, Anthony Dunne
& Fiona Raby
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from The God's Gardeners
Oral Hymnbook from Margaret
Atwoods' Year of the Flood
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MESS COMPANION EVENT

This event brought together several
Mess contributors to present some
of their experiences and was kindly
supported by Forge Bakehouse and
Abbeydale Brewery with tasty mouthfuls
and interesting brews. The collaboration
between Forge and Abbeydale Brewery
has included exchanging beer, brewer’s
yeast, old bread and sourdough cultures
in a mutually supportive cycle
of production.
The Speakers
Rachael Colley & Joanne Lee
Introduced by dust’s Patrick Walker,
the first speakers were Joanne Lee
and Rachael Colley.
Rachael’s work is often inspired by
food waste, using materials like apple
and orange peel to create unusual
but precious materials and objects
to be worn on the body to examine
ideas of how food relates to our body
boundaries. She experiments with using
food waste to pattern, mark or react
with other materials and metals.
Jo’s inspiration comes from the
everyday, the waste in and of the city,
the marks we leave on it. She writes

and creates publications with this work,
recording and sharing her findings in
Pam Flett Press works.
The discussion continued around the
value that can be placed on these waste
materials and the transformation that
can be made through them — literally the
potential of compost from the collection
of garden and kitchen waste.
Jo and Rachael are currently working on
a new project about ‘The Hunger Gap’
— the period of time between the end of
the last harvest and the beginning of the
next one, the period of time that can test
the ingenuity of the chef looking to use
seasonal and locally produced food.
rachaelcolleyartist.wordpress.com/
joannelee.info
James O’Hara
Continuing the theme, James O’Hara
discussed the transformation of cocktail
bar, Public.
James is the man behind some of our
favourite bars but more recently has
been the rescuer of the public toilets
under the Town Hall by turning them
into a tiny cocktail bar producing

inventive cocktails and food in a space
where the attention to detail of the
renovation matches the care taken in
producing every element of the food
and drink. James presented some of
the thinking and processes behind the
renovation and the ethos of the bar.
As a commercial project the intention
to utilise as much waste as possible
is matched by the ethics contributing
to the food and drinks menu.
publicpublic.co.uk
The theme of Alchemy clearly
ran through all the speakers’
presentations: an evening of
transformation.
I look forward to seeing where this
initiative goes and supporting Mess
in developing its audiences and
collaborations.
shu.ac.uk/sia/
Sheffield Institute of Arts
Fitzalan Square
Sheffield S1 2AY

INVITE & CREATE
		DIALOGUE,
COLLABORATION
& COMMUNITY.

On Wednesday 16th May Mess held its first
Companion Event, the subject being Alchemy
and the intention to Invite & Create Dialogue,
Collaboration & Community, hosted in the
studios of The Sheffield Institute of Arts
in Sheffield’s Old Head Post Office in
Fitzalan Square.

Photos: Helena Dolby

Pam Bowman is principal lecturer and Subject Group
Leader in Visual Communication at Sheffield Institute
of Arts, Sheffield Hallam University. Pam is also a
founding member of Sheffield design studio, dust,
with a specialist background in Typography and
Graphic Arts.
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FOODHALL

More than food

A pay as you feel dining room and kitchen
in Sheffield city centre. Managed by and for
members of the community, the project tackles
social isolation and
encourages
A pay
as you feelintegration
dining room and kitchen
across a diverseinrange
of community
groups.
Sheffield
city centre.
Managed by and for

‘We
‘We encourage
encourage all
all sorts
sorts of
of people
people to
to come
come
together’. Louise points to the coffee machine:
‘younger
‘younger people
people without
without employment
employment come
come
here. They just start getting involved —
making and serving drinks. It gives them
something to do while gaining the confidence
and work experience to get a paid job elsewhere.’
Foodhall is
is working
working with
withpeople
peopletotodevelop
developtheir
their
skill sets, to offer different forms of training
to volunteers — from the barista skills needed
to make a perfectly smooth flat white to the
administration complexities required to ensure
the community project can continue
to run efficiently.
facebook @foodhallproject
foodhallproject.org
foodhallproject@gmail.com
121 Eyre Street,
Sheffield, S1 4QW

members of the community, the project tackles
social isolation and encourages integration
across a diverse range of community groups.

be of a bloody
mind and empty
belly

‘Foodhall has been based at 121 Eyre
Street for around three years’ explains
Louise, gesturing to the room filled with
tubs of green foliage, an old piano and
numerous items of hand made furniture.
‘Prior to being the cafe and event space
you see today, this place was used as
a morgue.’

those experiencing varying levels of
displacement and homelessness.
Louise describes this cooperative
way of working with others as ‘cross
pollination’ and notes that word of
mouth is the main way in which different
members of the community find out
about the project.

own events, the team are developing
commercial aspects to the business,
with a set-price coffee bar and coworking space — all profit going back
into ensuring the Foodhall concept can
remain buoyant.

Louise, a masters student, has been
volunteering at the dining space a
couple of days per week for the past
two years. Beginning by helping out
in the kitchen, Louise now manages
event bookings and is one of the key
volunteers, working hard to keep the
space functional.

Talking about the ways in which
Foodhall is tackling social isolation and
mobility, Louise makes the point that ‘if
people are constantly referred to and
treated as ‘service users’ then it makes
sense that they expect to walk into a
space and receive a service. Foodhall
is different: if someone walks in and
asks for a drink, we might say to them
“Ok, how about you make a drink, and
maybe make one for those guys over
there while you’re at it?” At first people
look at you really strangely, but then
they get involved and they love it.’
Louise notes that some of the people
who use the cafe are on a ‘recovery
journey’ and the option to get genuinely
involved in a calm and welcoming
environment develops their sense
of being appreciated, of giving
something back.

There are different ways to get involved
in addition to volunteering time, visiting
the cafe (open 10am–3pm Thursday
and Friday) or attending one of the
events on
the project
Facebook
page:
Foodhall
is also
helping to
make career
dreams come
true. For
those longing
to know,
or simply
curious
about what
it would be
like to host
a gig or run
a restaurant
for the night,
Foodhall
have the
solution in
the form of
Wednesday
Plates
or Friday
Lates. Here
members of
the public are
able to work
alongside
seasoned
professionals setting a menu to feed
a room full of diners, or, hosting an
event involving anything from cabaret
to choral music.

The Concept
Foodhall is a pay as you feel cafe and
event space in central Sheffield, just
across the road from Plug nightclub.
The concept was the creation of three
architecture graduates — Louis, Sam
and Jamie. Although the idea began
initially three years ago with a food
sharing app and a series of somewhat
self explanatory ‘disco lasagne’ events,
the project is now a static public dining
space where supermarket-surplus food
is served weekly to a mixed customer
base. The cafe is community run, with
around fifty regular volunteers who
keep things ticking over.
Louis, one of the founders of Foodhall
explains how the project came into
being: ‘We realised that there aren’t
enough domestic facilities in the public
domain. Places where people can come
and interact with each other. Foodhall is
a place to bring different communities
together, around food. We need more
places which enable people to help one
another. It’s the easiest thing to forget
but often they’re the most important
things for civic life.’
Everyone Serving Everyone
Due to partnering with groups working
with vulnerable people such as STAR
(Student Action for Refugees),
the Cathedral Archer Project and Ben’s
Centre, Foodhall has both a customer
and a volunteer base that includes

Futureproofing
Visiting Foodhall, I expected to find a
relaxed and friendly café and — although
it did deliver in that sense — I quickly
realised that it is providing something
far more important. This public dining
space is a place of company for those
who are often lonely and isolated. It’s a
non-institutional space where anyone
can get involved and where everyone
can develop their own sense of purpose
and belonging in a relaxed way that
works for them. It’s pretty special.
Although the cafe runs at a loss, the
provisions it provides — in terms of
a friendly and accessible free public
space where everyone is welcome
to meet friends and get involved in
something — is clearly both unique
and highly valuable, and for this reason
the team are working hard to keep the
project going. In addition to opening
up the space for others to host their

Get involved

There’s a suggested donation for diners
and gig-goers and all money raised
goes back into ensuring the project
can continue.

Featured Artist

STEPHEN CARLEY
Mick Marston, illustrator at design studio dust and
lecturer at Leeds Beckett University, interviews long
time friend Stephen Carley, artist and teacher.

Photo: Clive Egginton

OK.
LOST AND FOUND...

What have you found?
A focus. I think the last four
or five years have been really
interesting for me… and hugely
exciting. Embracing the idea that
drawing now, as in 2018, in a
non-figurative way was a valid
thing. For me it’s been a ‘reverse
Guston’ — quite an apt description of
what happened with my own studio
practice. Philip Guston went from
abstract expressionist to a ‘cackhanded’ cartoon imagery (fantastic
work though). I’d got to the point where
making earnest ‘issue based’ work
was becoming (at least as far as
I was concerned) a little redundant

and frustrating. I mean, what do you
focus on? I think I wanted a more
meditative approach and outcome,
something both myself and perhaps
the viewer could engage with amongst
the '24 hours newsfeed / social media
/ politics of the personality society’ we
seem to be wrapped up in… I’ve found
an honest focus now.
Composition. Innate or learnt?
Learnt. My Dad had a shed with tools
all lined up in rows, their silhouettes
stencilled onto the wall. Jars of screws,
nails, tacks were lined up according
to size / screw thread. The place was
an OCD nightmare! But I grew up and
often worked alongside my Dad with
this ‘order’. I think being a services kid
had an impact as well (my Dad was in
the RAF): rules, regulations, things in
their ‘right place’.
John Hoyland was my external assessor
at Chelsea School of Art when I was
finishing my MA in 1984. He mumbled
something to me about a red shape not
being in the right place. He was halfcut and, at the time, it just aggravated
me that this famous artist could be so
condescending. But, in hindsight, he
was talking about placement — the
position of something within the picture
plane. It wouldn’t be in the wrong
place now, John!
I’ve talked a lot about how the recent
and current work is rooted in landscape
— not a direct reference but filtered
memories. I think the urban landscape
and interiors are becoming important
now as well. Tabletops. It’s not radical
stuff but it’s the place where I can exert
the meditative, process based, creative
risk taking agenda. The order within
the chaos?

I think very early career influences
such as Ben Nicholson, Antonio Tapies
and William Scott have ‘resurfaced’
alongside recent discoveries such
as Agnes Martin and Sandra Blow.
All this stuff is seen, ‘studied’, filed
away. Learnt.
What are you doing it for?
Hmm. I’ll be honest here. Ultimately i
t’s for me. I mean to consistently make
the effort to go to the studio after a full
day’s teaching, to make non figurative
drawings or paintings, to make odd
sampled electronic soundscapes, to
wander around in all weathers with a
knackered old Pentax… I mean I must
be getting some sense of enjoyment
from all that! I have to do it. It’s
compulsive, it pulls me in on a
daily basis.
However, the work is also a way for
me to communicate. It’s not a fluent
language — it’s coded, abstract, baffling
at times. But it suggests and implies
order, focus, purpose and, dare I say
it, beauty.
The current studio practice is broad
based in its use of media and process —
painting, drawing, photograms, double
exposed 35mm, audio soundscapes,
collage. Each process I think allows
me to investigate my surroundings in
subtly different ways. Each process
compliments the others. The fact
nothing is preconceived is, I think,
the key to why I do it; the thrill of it all!
The American novelist Kurt Vonnegut
once said: ‘The arts are not a way to
make a living. They are a very human
way of making life more bearable.
Practising an art, no matter how well or
badly, is a way to make your soul grow,
for heaven’s sake’.
Yep — that’s why I do it!

Artwork by Stephen Carley

What are you looking for?
Balance and order. I ‘coined’ the phrase
‘construct, deconstruct, reconstruct’
a few years ago to try to help me
understand what it was I was
actually doing in my studio
practice. I had started to read
about artists like John Latham and
Gustav Meztger and the whole
idea of ‘destruction’ in creativity
being a force for good. I found a
copy of ‘Art and Artists’ August
1966, an edition called ‘auto
destructive’. It resonated with me
that from chaos and disorder I
could re-build a completely new
‘thing’. Something that kept the
carnage of the creative journey
but surrendered to the balance
and order I was insisting on.
The drawings in particular were
often in 100s of pieces on the
studio floor — re-arranged, ripped,
layered, collaged — before the
structure began to emerge.
It’s a very cathartic and almost
meditative process. Balance
and order.

Interview

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL.
ALWAYS

My Body is My
It's 		
proof against Earthly
		the Flood;
It
Ark holds all

Danny Bacchus gives a brief insight
into the world of virtual reality and
talks about what he, as a researcher
and artistic collaborator, has found
while co-creating a virtual exhibition
Life is Beautiful. Always. The exhibition
allows viewers to explore personal
biographical paintings and sculptures
created by artist Marcel Schreur —
a seven year vascular dementia and
a thirty year tongue cancer survivor.
Exhibition visitors are invited to view
the VR experience, which features
a non-linear narrative, inviting participants
to discover more about Marcel’s life
experience as well as to gain some
insight into the
physical and
emotional nature
of his condition.

And when 				
		Destruction 		
			swirls
around,

Danny Bacchus is a Sheffield
based researcher with a focus
on experiential design and
presence using immersive
digital technologies. His most
recent collaborative project,
Life is Beautiful. Always, is
a virtual reality exploration
into the life experience of
multi-disciplinary artist,
Marcel Schreur.

Creatures
in its
heart,

By
light of
Spirit’s
guide.

		
		
			

		

Those who
experience
the exhibition
may feel that
this is quite a
personal insight
into the life of
the artist. Was
that an intentional outcome?
The work itself comes from a very
personal perspective: it’s about Marcel.
It has definite biographical elements and
is a personal unique case study. But
the work isn’t supposed to simply be
about telling his story; it’s about trying
to dig deeper, as US philosopher John
Dewey says: ‘... to be unifying, to break
through conventional distinctions to the
underlying common elements of the
experienced world’.

I’ll pass my mortal days,
While each in
its appointed
			
voice
Sings

Artwork by Marcel Schreur

the Creator’s
praise.

How did the Life is Beautiful.
Always collaboration come
about? Marcel has known Dom
Green [filmmaker and Sheffield Hallam
from The God's Gardeners
University
lecturer] for years and
Oral Hymnbook from Margaret
Atwoods' Year
of thetime
Flood they have been
throughout
this
looking for a way in which they could
work together. Previously they have
shared ideas, however this is the first
time that a culmination has taken place
and something has been realised. We
work together. Marcel relies on Dom
and myself to be his memory and so
we’re the reflective part of the project
and Marcel is the one that’s in
the moment.

How would you describe the
experience of collaborating with
Marcel Schreur? I’m in awe of Marcel.
He undoubtedly is quite severely ill in
parts of his life, but he never shows
it: he keeps a brave face and he has
such strength. Even as we’ve been
developing this project together, I’ve
relied on Dom to mediate between
us, to keep the project going — I don’t
always know if we’re taking it too far or
if we should give it a break. Sometimes
Marcel has been contributing to the
project when he is suffering with the
repercussions of his condition. He
has a sense of urgency, a real drive
to communicate, to contribute, and
to not let anybody down.
Has anything unexpected arisen
from working on this project?
We’ve spoken a lot about this, Marcel
and I. About how he has found a
renewed confidence and value in
his way of living and his art practice,
to be comfortable with the freedom
of not remembering. And about how
I have learnt to appreciate the value
and beauty in his standpoint and way
of living more and more. Together,
through our relationship, we’ve found
an enriched value in the life experience
of people of all abilities.
How has the introduction of VR
contributed to conversations about
living with dementia and cancer?
We’re using the power of VR to
generate a dialogue about experiences
that cannot always be described using
words. Marcel has a drive to contribute
to conversations in health with medical
professionals, carers, fellow sufferers
and people who are on the periphery —
friends and family, to give them a
new voice.
Marcel often talks about his experience
of being treated. He’s been objectified
in a number of ways: in that the cancer
specialist was interested in the cancer
in his mouth, but didn’t really know
anything about him. Other specialists
are interested in his condition, but not
necessarily about him as an individual.
This way of communicating his
experiences through VR, of uncovering,
offers a way to understand him,
to understand that there’s a person

in among the illness and so it’s kind of
about communicating that from the top
down but also from the bottom up. It’s
about meeting in the middle in order to
generate a better shared understanding.
Has the project evolved in terms of
the final outcome? Marcel’s practice
began as the creation of a legacy, of
something to leave for his children,
this has now transformed and Marcel
has found a whole new life from that.
This project is an extension of that
and a way to communicate that. It has
become a way to interact with sufferers
and non sufferers of dementia, cancer
and various physical and mental health
issues, to communicate without words
— to compare and contrast the ways of
knowing, of interpreting memory, and
about how memory contributes to life.
The work is also about hope and
inspiration for all people to be
encouraged to live to the best of their
ability. Marcel often speaks about the
‘glass ceiling’ of ability; that everyone
has a glass ceiling that represents their
optimum capacity to live. The body of
work presented is intended to inspire
everyone to live as close to their ceiling
as possible.
What started out as a creative drive
to create a virtual experience, a
presentation of a nonlinear narrative
to communicate Marcel’s condition,
is kind of coming back on itself. We’re
now redesigning the physical space to
be more like the virtual space instead
of the other way around. It’s kind of
bleeding out of the VR headset and
back in. It’s quite weird. I don’t know
what realm we’re working in now. The
virtual and the real are so mixed, I don’t
really know where the border between
them is and that blurred boundary is
going to just get bigger as we continue.
Life is Beautiful. Always will be
shown at various universities and
exhibitions throughout the UK and
Europe — further information can
be found via Marcel’s website:
mas-s.com/
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